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Outline

q Traditional Topic Models

q Embedding-Based Discriminative Topic Mining

q Topic Discovery with PLMs
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Topic Modeling: Introduction

What are important 
topics in the corpus?

q How to effectively & efficiently comprehend a large text corpus?
q Knowing what important topics are there is a good starting point!
q Topic discovery facilitates a wide spectrum of applications
q Document classification/organization
q Document retrieval/ranking
q Text summarization
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Topic Modeling: Overview

q How to discover topics automatically from the corpus?
q By modeling the corpus statistics!
q Each document has a latent topic distribution
q Each topic is described by a different word distribution
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Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA): Overview

q Each document is represented as a mixture of various topics
q Ex. A news document may be 40% on politics, 50% on economics, and 10% on sports

q Each topic is represented as a probability distribution over words
q Ex. The distribution of “politics” vs. “sports” might be like: 

q Dirichlet priors are imposed to enforce sparse distributions:
q Documents cover only a small set of topics (sparse document-topic distribution)
q Topics use only a small set of words frequently (sparse topic-word distribution)
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LDA: Inference

q Learning the LDA model (Inference)
q What need to be learned
q Document-topic distribution 𝜃 (for assigning topics to documents)
q Topic-word distribution 𝜑 (for topic interpretation)
q Words’ latent topic 𝑧

q How to learn the latent variables? – complicated due to intractable 
posterior

q Monte Carlo simulation
q Gibbs sampling
q Variational inference

q …
observed

provided

latent
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Issues with LDA

q LDA is completely unsupervised (i.e., users only input number of topics)
q Cannot take user supervision
q Ex.  What if a user is specifically interested in some topics but LDA doesn’t discover 

them?

10 topics generated by LDA on The New York Times dataset
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Supervised LDA (sLDA)

q Allow users to provide document annotations/labels
q Incorporate document labels into the generative process
q For the 𝑖th document, choose
q For the 𝑗th word in the 𝑖th document,
q choose topic
q choose a word

q For the 𝑖th document, choose ,

✓i ⇠ Dir(↵)
<latexit sha1_base64="q/vOqrhHJEZmTcHBFiGQFefJmwM=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KMgg0GIlzAjgh6DevAYwSyQCaGmU0ma9Cx014hhyM2Lv+LFgyJe/QVv/o2d5aCJDwoe71VRVc+PpdDkON9WZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7tV0lCiOVR7JSDV80ChFiFUSJLERK4TAl1j3B1djv36PSosovKNhjK0AeqHoCg5kpHb+0KM+ErSFp0XgET5Qei3UqOiBjPtw0s4XnJIzgb1I3BkpsBkq7fyX14l4EmBIXILWTdeJqZWCIsEljnJeojEGPoAeNg0NIUDdSid/jOxjo3TsbqRMhWRP1N8TKQRaDwPfdAZAfT3vjcX/vGZC3YtWKsI4IQz5dFE3kTZF9jgUuyMUcpJDQ4ArYW61eR8UcDLR5UwI7vzLi6R2WnJNMrdnhfLlLI4sO2BHrMhcds7K7IZVWJVx9sie2St7s56sF+vd+pi2ZqzZzD77A+vzB2ohmaA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q/vOqrhHJEZmTcHBFiGQFefJmwM=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KMgg0GIlzAjgh6DevAYwSyQCaGmU0ma9Cx014hhyM2Lv+LFgyJe/QVv/o2d5aCJDwoe71VRVc+PpdDkON9WZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7tV0lCiOVR7JSDV80ChFiFUSJLERK4TAl1j3B1djv36PSosovKNhjK0AeqHoCg5kpHb+0KM+ErSFp0XgET5Qei3UqOiBjPtw0s4XnJIzgb1I3BkpsBkq7fyX14l4EmBIXILWTdeJqZWCIsEljnJeojEGPoAeNg0NIUDdSid/jOxjo3TsbqRMhWRP1N8TKQRaDwPfdAZAfT3vjcX/vGZC3YtWKsI4IQz5dFE3kTZF9jgUuyMUcpJDQ4ArYW61eR8UcDLR5UwI7vzLi6R2WnJNMrdnhfLlLI4sO2BHrMhcds7K7IZVWJVx9sie2St7s56sF+vd+pi2ZqzZzD77A+vzB2ohmaA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q/vOqrhHJEZmTcHBFiGQFefJmwM=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KMgg0GIlzAjgh6DevAYwSyQCaGmU0ma9Cx014hhyM2Lv+LFgyJe/QVv/o2d5aCJDwoe71VRVc+PpdDkON9WZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7tV0lCiOVR7JSDV80ChFiFUSJLERK4TAl1j3B1djv36PSosovKNhjK0AeqHoCg5kpHb+0KM+ErSFp0XgET5Qei3UqOiBjPtw0s4XnJIzgb1I3BkpsBkq7fyX14l4EmBIXILWTdeJqZWCIsEljnJeojEGPoAeNg0NIUDdSid/jOxjo3TsbqRMhWRP1N8TKQRaDwPfdAZAfT3vjcX/vGZC3YtWKsI4IQz5dFE3kTZF9jgUuyMUcpJDQ4ArYW61eR8UcDLR5UwI7vzLi6R2WnJNMrdnhfLlLI4sO2BHrMhcds7K7IZVWJVx9sie2St7s56sF+vd+pi2ZqzZzD77A+vzB2ohmaA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="q/vOqrhHJEZmTcHBFiGQFefJmwM=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KMgg0GIlzAjgh6DevAYwSyQCaGmU0ma9Cx014hhyM2Lv+LFgyJe/QVv/o2d5aCJDwoe71VRVc+PpdDkON9WZml5ZXUtu57b2Nza3snv7tV0lCiOVR7JSDV80ChFiFUSJLERK4TAl1j3B1djv36PSosovKNhjK0AeqHoCg5kpHb+0KM+ErSFp0XgET5Qei3UqOiBjPtw0s4XnJIzgb1I3BkpsBkq7fyX14l4EmBIXILWTdeJqZWCIsEljnJeojEGPoAeNg0NIUDdSid/jOxjo3TsbqRMhWRP1N8TKQRaDwPfdAZAfT3vjcX/vGZC3YtWKsI4IQz5dFE3kTZF9jgUuyMUcpJDQ4ArYW61eR8UcDLR5UwI7vzLi6R2WnJNMrdnhfLlLI4sO2BHrMhcds7K7IZVWJVx9sie2St7s56sF+vd+pi2ZqzZzD77A+vzB2ohmaA=</latexit>

generate document’s label

zi,j ⇠ Categorical(✓i)
<latexit sha1_base64="e0Sl+yhPNpxb2zqs64YFrKg5dj8=">AAACEHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubxSBGkLArgpbBNJYRzAOyyzI7uUlGZx/M3BXjkk+w8VdsLBSxtbTzb5wkW2jigYHDOedy5x4/FlyhZX0buYXFpeWV/GphbX1jc6u4vdNUUSIZNFgkItn2qQLBQ2ggRwHtWAINfAEt/7Y29lt3IBWPwmscxuAGtB/yHmcUteQVDx+8lB/fjBzFAwfhHtMaRehHUifEqOzgAJB6/MgrlqyKNYE5T+yMlEiGulf8croRSwIIkQmqVMe2YnRTKpEzAaOCkyiIKbulfehoGtIAlJtODhqZB1rpmr1I6heiOVF/T6Q0UGoY+DoZUByoWW8s/ud1EuyduykP4wQhZNNFvUSYGJnjdswul8BQDDWhTHL9V5MNqKQMdYcFXYI9e/I8aZ5UbN3M1WmpepHVkSd7ZJ+UiU3OSJVckjppEEYeyTN5JW/Gk/FivBsf02jOyGZ2yR8Ynz/Iyp2n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e0Sl+yhPNpxb2zqs64YFrKg5dj8=">AAACEHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubxSBGkLArgpbBNJYRzAOyyzI7uUlGZx/M3BXjkk+w8VdsLBSxtbTzb5wkW2jigYHDOedy5x4/FlyhZX0buYXFpeWV/GphbX1jc6u4vdNUUSIZNFgkItn2qQLBQ2ggRwHtWAINfAEt/7Y29lt3IBWPwmscxuAGtB/yHmcUteQVDx+8lB/fjBzFAwfhHtMaRehHUifEqOzgAJB6/MgrlqyKNYE5T+yMlEiGulf8croRSwIIkQmqVMe2YnRTKpEzAaOCkyiIKbulfehoGtIAlJtODhqZB1rpmr1I6heiOVF/T6Q0UGoY+DoZUByoWW8s/ud1EuyduykP4wQhZNNFvUSYGJnjdswul8BQDDWhTHL9V5MNqKQMdYcFXYI9e/I8aZ5UbN3M1WmpepHVkSd7ZJ+UiU3OSJVckjppEEYeyTN5JW/Gk/FivBsf02jOyGZ2yR8Ynz/Iyp2n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e0Sl+yhPNpxb2zqs64YFrKg5dj8=">AAACEHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubxSBGkLArgpbBNJYRzAOyyzI7uUlGZx/M3BXjkk+w8VdsLBSxtbTzb5wkW2jigYHDOedy5x4/FlyhZX0buYXFpeWV/GphbX1jc6u4vdNUUSIZNFgkItn2qQLBQ2ggRwHtWAINfAEt/7Y29lt3IBWPwmscxuAGtB/yHmcUteQVDx+8lB/fjBzFAwfhHtMaRehHUifEqOzgAJB6/MgrlqyKNYE5T+yMlEiGulf8croRSwIIkQmqVMe2YnRTKpEzAaOCkyiIKbulfehoGtIAlJtODhqZB1rpmr1I6heiOVF/T6Q0UGoY+DoZUByoWW8s/ud1EuyduykP4wQhZNNFvUSYGJnjdswul8BQDDWhTHL9V5MNqKQMdYcFXYI9e/I8aZ5UbN3M1WmpepHVkSd7ZJ+UiU3OSJVckjppEEYeyTN5JW/Gk/FivBsf02jOyGZ2yR8Ynz/Iyp2n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e0Sl+yhPNpxb2zqs64YFrKg5dj8=">AAACEHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubxSBGkLArgpbBNJYRzAOyyzI7uUlGZx/M3BXjkk+w8VdsLBSxtbTzb5wkW2jigYHDOedy5x4/FlyhZX0buYXFpeWV/GphbX1jc6u4vdNUUSIZNFgkItn2qQLBQ2ggRwHtWAINfAEt/7Y29lt3IBWPwmscxuAGtB/yHmcUteQVDx+8lB/fjBzFAwfhHtMaRehHUifEqOzgAJB6/MgrlqyKNYE5T+yMlEiGulf8croRSwIIkQmqVMe2YnRTKpEzAaOCkyiIKbulfehoGtIAlJtODhqZB1rpmr1I6heiOVF/T6Q0UGoY+DoZUByoWW8s/ud1EuyduykP4wQhZNNFvUSYGJnjdswul8BQDDWhTHL9V5MNqKQMdYcFXYI9e/I8aZ5UbN3M1WmpepHVkSd7ZJ+UiU3OSJVckjppEEYeyTN5JW/Gk/FivBsf02jOyGZ2yR8Ynz/Iyp2n</latexit>

document’s topic distribution

word’s topic

wi,j ⇠ Categorical(�zi,j )
<latexit sha1_base64="z/6OYOeJcFkhKtkZQMv+1xfTOD8=">AAACF3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWIQKUhIRdFnsxmUF+4CmhMn0th07eTBzo9aQv3Djr7hxoYhb3fk3Th8LbT0wcDjnXO7c48eCK7Ttb2NhcWl5ZTW3ll/f2NzaNnd26ypKJIMai0Qkmz5VIHgINeQooBlLoIEvoOEPKiO/cQtS8Si8xmEM7YD2Qt7ljKKWPLN056X8+CZzFQ9chHtMKxShF0mdEFnR9QGplz5MQtmRZxbskj2GNU+cKSmQKaqe+eV2IpYEECITVKmWY8fYTqlEzgRkeTdREFM2oD1oaRrSAFQ7Hd+VWYda6VjdSOoXojVWf0+kNFBqGPg6GVDsq1lvJP7ntRLsnrdTHsYJQsgmi7qJsDCyRiVZHS6BoRhqQpnk+q8W61NJGeoq87oEZ/bkeVI/KTm6mavTQvliWkeO7JMDUiQOOSNlckmqpEYYeSTP5JW8GU/Gi/FufEyiC8Z0Zo/8gfH5A6K3oM8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z/6OYOeJcFkhKtkZQMv+1xfTOD8=">AAACF3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWIQKUhIRdFnsxmUF+4CmhMn0th07eTBzo9aQv3Djr7hxoYhb3fk3Th8LbT0wcDjnXO7c48eCK7Ttb2NhcWl5ZTW3ll/f2NzaNnd26ypKJIMai0Qkmz5VIHgINeQooBlLoIEvoOEPKiO/cQtS8Si8xmEM7YD2Qt7ljKKWPLN056X8+CZzFQ9chHtMKxShF0mdEFnR9QGplz5MQtmRZxbskj2GNU+cKSmQKaqe+eV2IpYEECITVKmWY8fYTqlEzgRkeTdREFM2oD1oaRrSAFQ7Hd+VWYda6VjdSOoXojVWf0+kNFBqGPg6GVDsq1lvJP7ntRLsnrdTHsYJQsgmi7qJsDCyRiVZHS6BoRhqQpnk+q8W61NJGeoq87oEZ/bkeVI/KTm6mavTQvliWkeO7JMDUiQOOSNlckmqpEYYeSTP5JW8GU/Gi/FufEyiC8Z0Zo/8gfH5A6K3oM8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z/6OYOeJcFkhKtkZQMv+1xfTOD8=">AAACF3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWIQKUhIRdFnsxmUF+4CmhMn0th07eTBzo9aQv3Djr7hxoYhb3fk3Th8LbT0wcDjnXO7c48eCK7Ttb2NhcWl5ZTW3ll/f2NzaNnd26ypKJIMai0Qkmz5VIHgINeQooBlLoIEvoOEPKiO/cQtS8Si8xmEM7YD2Qt7ljKKWPLN056X8+CZzFQ9chHtMKxShF0mdEFnR9QGplz5MQtmRZxbskj2GNU+cKSmQKaqe+eV2IpYEECITVKmWY8fYTqlEzgRkeTdREFM2oD1oaRrSAFQ7Hd+VWYda6VjdSOoXojVWf0+kNFBqGPg6GVDsq1lvJP7ntRLsnrdTHsYJQsgmi7qJsDCyRiVZHS6BoRhqQpnk+q8W61NJGeoq87oEZ/bkeVI/KTm6mavTQvliWkeO7JMDUiQOOSNlckmqpEYYeSTP5JW8GU/Gi/FufEyiC8Z0Zo/8gfH5A6K3oM8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z/6OYOeJcFkhKtkZQMv+1xfTOD8=">AAACF3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWIQKUhIRdFnsxmUF+4CmhMn0th07eTBzo9aQv3Djr7hxoYhb3fk3Th8LbT0wcDjnXO7c48eCK7Ttb2NhcWl5ZTW3ll/f2NzaNnd26ypKJIMai0Qkmz5VIHgINeQooBlLoIEvoOEPKiO/cQtS8Si8xmEM7YD2Qt7ljKKWPLN056X8+CZzFQ9chHtMKxShF0mdEFnR9QGplz5MQtmRZxbskj2GNU+cKSmQKaqe+eV2IpYEECITVKmWY8fYTqlEzgRkeTdREFM2oD1oaRrSAFQ7Hd+VWYda6VjdSOoXojVWf0+kNFBqGPg6GVDsq1lvJP7ntRLsnrdTHsYJQsgmi7qJsDCyRiVZHS6BoRhqQpnk+q8W61NJGeoq87oEZ/bkeVI/KTm6mavTQvliWkeO7JMDUiQOOSNlckmqpEYYeSTP5JW8GU/Gi/FufEyiC8Z0Zo/8gfH5A6K3oM8=</latexit>

yi ⇠ N(⌘>z̄i,�
2)

<latexit sha1_base64="nJ/5gDvJNDqMbSRKAZK+EiBwQn4=">AAACEHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nVraLAZRQeQuCFoGbawkglEhlxxzm01csnt37M4J8chPsPGv2FgoYmtp579xE1Oo8cHA470ZZuZFqRQGPe/TKUxNz8zOFedLC4tLyyvu6tqlSTLNeJ0lMtHXERguRczrKFDy61RzUJHkV1HvZOhf3XJtRBJfYD/lTQXdWHQEA7RS6G73QxEYoejZTsARWgEmKQ0i0PndIBR71uoqaFV2Q7fs7Xsj0Enij0mZjFEL3Y+gnbBM8RiZBGMavpdiMweNgkk+KAWZ4SmwHnR5w9IYFDfNfPTQgG5ZpU07ibYVIx2pPydyUMb0VWQ7FeCN+esNxf+8Roado2Yu4jRDHrPvRZ1MUkzoMB3aFpozlH1LgGlhb6XsBjQwtBmWbAj+35cnyWVl37fJnB+Uq8fjOIpkg2ySHeKTQ1Ilp6RG6oSRe/JInsmL8+A8Oa/O23drwRnPrJNfcN6/AAPenIw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nJ/5gDvJNDqMbSRKAZK+EiBwQn4=">AAACEHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nVraLAZRQeQuCFoGbawkglEhlxxzm01csnt37M4J8chPsPGv2FgoYmtp579xE1Oo8cHA470ZZuZFqRQGPe/TKUxNz8zOFedLC4tLyyvu6tqlSTLNeJ0lMtHXERguRczrKFDy61RzUJHkV1HvZOhf3XJtRBJfYD/lTQXdWHQEA7RS6G73QxEYoejZTsARWgEmKQ0i0PndIBR71uoqaFV2Q7fs7Xsj0Enij0mZjFEL3Y+gnbBM8RiZBGMavpdiMweNgkk+KAWZ4SmwHnR5w9IYFDfNfPTQgG5ZpU07ibYVIx2pPydyUMb0VWQ7FeCN+esNxf+8Roado2Yu4jRDHrPvRZ1MUkzoMB3aFpozlH1LgGlhb6XsBjQwtBmWbAj+35cnyWVl37fJnB+Uq8fjOIpkg2ySHeKTQ1Ilp6RG6oSRe/JInsmL8+A8Oa/O23drwRnPrJNfcN6/AAPenIw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nJ/5gDvJNDqMbSRKAZK+EiBwQn4=">AAACEHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nVraLAZRQeQuCFoGbawkglEhlxxzm01csnt37M4J8chPsPGv2FgoYmtp579xE1Oo8cHA470ZZuZFqRQGPe/TKUxNz8zOFedLC4tLyyvu6tqlSTLNeJ0lMtHXERguRczrKFDy61RzUJHkV1HvZOhf3XJtRBJfYD/lTQXdWHQEA7RS6G73QxEYoejZTsARWgEmKQ0i0PndIBR71uoqaFV2Q7fs7Xsj0Enij0mZjFEL3Y+gnbBM8RiZBGMavpdiMweNgkk+KAWZ4SmwHnR5w9IYFDfNfPTQgG5ZpU07ibYVIx2pPydyUMb0VWQ7FeCN+esNxf+8Roado2Yu4jRDHrPvRZ1MUkzoMB3aFpozlH1LgGlhb6XsBjQwtBmWbAj+35cnyWVl37fJnB+Uq8fjOIpkg2ySHeKTQ1Ilp6RG6oSRe/JInsmL8+A8Oa/O23drwRnPrJNfcN6/AAPenIw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nJ/5gDvJNDqMbSRKAZK+EiBwQn4=">AAACEHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nVraLAZRQeQuCFoGbawkglEhlxxzm01csnt37M4J8chPsPGv2FgoYmtp579xE1Oo8cHA470ZZuZFqRQGPe/TKUxNz8zOFedLC4tLyyvu6tqlSTLNeJ0lMtHXERguRczrKFDy61RzUJHkV1HvZOhf3XJtRBJfYD/lTQXdWHQEA7RS6G73QxEYoejZTsARWgEmKQ0i0PndIBR71uoqaFV2Q7fs7Xsj0Enij0mZjFEL3Y+gnbBM8RiZBGMavpdiMweNgkk+KAWZ4SmwHnR5w9IYFDfNfPTQgG5ZpU07ibYVIx2pPydyUMb0VWQ7FeCN+esNxf+8Roado2Yu4jRDHrPvRZ1MUkzoMB3aFpozlH1LgGlhb6XsBjQwtBmWbAj+35cnyWVl37fJnB+Uq8fjOIpkg2ySHeKTQ1Ilp6RG6oSRe/JInsmL8+A8Oa/O23drwRnPrJNfcN6/AAPenIw=</latexit>

z̄i =
1

L

LX

j=1

zi,j
<latexit sha1_base64="u6IjwSpW9ZHuptIFjEzSbIFr3nE=">AAACFXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARXJQyI4JuCkU3LrqoYC/QGYdMmmnTZi4kGaEN8xJufBU3LhRxK7jzbUwvC239IfDzn3M4OZ+fMCqkZX0buZXVtfWN/GZha3tnd8/cP2iKOOWYNHDMYt72kSCMRqQhqWSknXCCQp+Rlj+8ntRbD4QLGkd3cpQQN0S9iAYUI6kjzyw5PuJqnHkUVqATcISVnalaBh2Rhp4aVOzsvgbHnqKlQeaZRatsTQWXjT03RTBX3TO/nG6M05BEEjMkRMe2EukqxCXFjGQFJxUkQXiIeqSjbYRCIlw1vSqDJzrpwiDm+kUSTtPfEwqFQoxCX3eGSPbFYm0S/lfrpDK4dBWNklSSCM8WBSmDMoYTRLBLOcGSjbRBmFP9V4j7SKORGmRBQ7AXT142zbOyrcncnherV3MceXAEjsEpsMEFqIIbUAcNgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj1poz5jOH4I+Mzx/yS56p</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u6IjwSpW9ZHuptIFjEzSbIFr3nE=">AAACFXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARXJQyI4JuCkU3LrqoYC/QGYdMmmnTZi4kGaEN8xJufBU3LhRxK7jzbUwvC239IfDzn3M4OZ+fMCqkZX0buZXVtfWN/GZha3tnd8/cP2iKOOWYNHDMYt72kSCMRqQhqWSknXCCQp+Rlj+8ntRbD4QLGkd3cpQQN0S9iAYUI6kjzyw5PuJqnHkUVqATcISVnalaBh2Rhp4aVOzsvgbHnqKlQeaZRatsTQWXjT03RTBX3TO/nG6M05BEEjMkRMe2EukqxCXFjGQFJxUkQXiIeqSjbYRCIlw1vSqDJzrpwiDm+kUSTtPfEwqFQoxCX3eGSPbFYm0S/lfrpDK4dBWNklSSCM8WBSmDMoYTRLBLOcGSjbRBmFP9V4j7SKORGmRBQ7AXT142zbOyrcncnherV3MceXAEjsEpsMEFqIIbUAcNgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj1poz5jOH4I+Mzx/yS56p</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u6IjwSpW9ZHuptIFjEzSbIFr3nE=">AAACFXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARXJQyI4JuCkU3LrqoYC/QGYdMmmnTZi4kGaEN8xJufBU3LhRxK7jzbUwvC239IfDzn3M4OZ+fMCqkZX0buZXVtfWN/GZha3tnd8/cP2iKOOWYNHDMYt72kSCMRqQhqWSknXCCQp+Rlj+8ntRbD4QLGkd3cpQQN0S9iAYUI6kjzyw5PuJqnHkUVqATcISVnalaBh2Rhp4aVOzsvgbHnqKlQeaZRatsTQWXjT03RTBX3TO/nG6M05BEEjMkRMe2EukqxCXFjGQFJxUkQXiIeqSjbYRCIlw1vSqDJzrpwiDm+kUSTtPfEwqFQoxCX3eGSPbFYm0S/lfrpDK4dBWNklSSCM8WBSmDMoYTRLBLOcGSjbRBmFP9V4j7SKORGmRBQ7AXT142zbOyrcncnherV3MceXAEjsEpsMEFqIIbUAcNgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj1poz5jOH4I+Mzx/yS56p</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u6IjwSpW9ZHuptIFjEzSbIFr3nE=">AAACFXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARXJQyI4JuCkU3LrqoYC/QGYdMmmnTZi4kGaEN8xJufBU3LhRxK7jzbUwvC239IfDzn3M4OZ+fMCqkZX0buZXVtfWN/GZha3tnd8/cP2iKOOWYNHDMYt72kSCMRqQhqWSknXCCQp+Rlj+8ntRbD4QLGkd3cpQQN0S9iAYUI6kjzyw5PuJqnHkUVqATcISVnalaBh2Rhp4aVOzsvgbHnqKlQeaZRatsTQWXjT03RTBX3TO/nG6M05BEEjMkRMe2EukqxCXFjGQFJxUkQXiIeqSjbYRCIlw1vSqDJzrpwiDm+kUSTtPfEwqFQoxCX3eGSPbFYm0S/lfrpDK4dBWNklSSCM8WBSmDMoYTRLBLOcGSjbRBmFP9V4j7SKORGmRBQ7AXT142zbOyrcncnherV3MceXAEjsEpsMEFqIIbUAcNgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj1poz5jOH4I+Mzx/yS56p</latexit>
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Seeded LDA: Guided Topic-Word Distribution

q Another form of user supervision: several seed words for each topic

Seed topics used to improve the 
topic-word distribution:
Each word comes from either 
“regular topics” with a 
distribution over all word like in 
LDA, or “seed topics” which only 
generate words from the seed set

Seed topics used to improve the 
document-topic distribution:
Group-topic distribution = seed 
set distribution over regular topics
Group-topic distribution used as 
prior to draw document-topic 
distribution
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Outline

q Traditional Topic Models

q Embedding-Based Discriminative Topic Mining

q Introduction of the Task
q CatE: Discriminative Topic Mining via Category-Name Guided Text 

Embedding [WWW’20]
q JoSH: Hierarchical Topic Mining via Joint Spherical Tree and Text 

Embedding [KDD’20]

q Topic Discovery with PLMs
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Limitations of Unsupervised Topic Discovery

q Cannot incorporate user guidance:  Topic models tend to retrieve the most general 
and prominent topics from a text collection

q may not be of a user’s particular interest

q provide a skewed and biased summarization of the corpus

q Cannot enforce distinctiveness among retrieved topics:  Topic models do not 
impose discriminative constraints

q E.g., three retrieved topics from the New York Times annotated corpus via LDA

Difficult to clearly define the meaning 
of the three topics due to an overlap 
of their semantics (e.g., the term 
“united states” appears in all 3 topics)
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Seed-Guided, Discriminative Topic Mining
q Discriminative Topic Mining:  Given a text corpus and a set of category names, retrieve a set of 

terms that exclusively belong to each category 

q E.g., given 𝑐!: “The United States”, 𝑐": “France”, 𝑐#: “Canada” 

q Yes to “Ontario” under 𝑐#: (a province in Canada and exclusively belongs to Canada)

q No to “North America” under 𝑐#: (a continent and does not belong to any countries (reversed 
belonging relationship))

q No to “English” under 𝑐#: (English is also the national language of the United States (not 
discriminative))

q Difference from topic modeling

q requires a set of user provided category names and only focuses on retrieving terms belonging 
to the given categories

q imposes strong discriminative requirements that each retrieved term under the corresponding 
category must belong to and only belong to that category semantically
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Outline

q Traditional Topic Models

q Embedding-Based Discriminative Topic Mining

q Introduction of the Task
q CatE: Discriminative Topic Mining via Category-Name Guided Text 

Embedding [WWW’20]
q JoSH: Hierarchical Topic Mining via Joint Spherical Tree and Text 

Embedding [KDD’20]

q Topic Discovery with PLMs
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q Word embeddings capture word semantic correlations via the distributional hypothesis
q captures local context similarity
q not exploit document-level statistics (global context)
q not model topics

q CatE: Category Name-guided Embedding: leverages category names to learn word 
embeddings with discriminative power over the specific set of categories

Discriminative Topic Mining via CatE

q CatE: Inputs
q Category names + Corpus

q CatE: Outputs (see figure)
q The same set of celebrities are 

embedded differently given 
different sets of category names

Meng, Y., Huang, J., Wang, G., Wang, Z., Zhang, C., Zhang, Y., & Han, J. (2020). Discriminative topic mining via category-name guided text embedding. 
WWW.
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CatE Embedding: Text Generation Modeling

q Modeling text generation under user guidance

q A three-step process:

1. A document 𝑑 is generated conditioned on one of the 𝑛 categories

2. Each word 𝑤! is generated conditioned on the semantics of the 
document 𝑑

3. Surrounding words 𝑤!"# in the local context window of 𝑤! are 
generated conditioned on the semantics of the center word 𝑤!

q Compute the likelihood of corpus generation conditioned on user-
given categories

1. Topic assignment

2. Global context

3. Local context
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CatE Embedding: Objective
q Objective: negative log-likelihood

q Introducing specificity

q E.g.,  “seafood” has a higher word distributional specificity than “food”, because 
seafood is a specific type of food

1. Topic assignment 2. Global context 3. Local context

Decompose into word-topic distribution
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q Ranking Measure for Selecting Class Representative Words:

q We find a representative word of category 𝑐! and add it to the set 𝑆 by

 

𝑤 hasn’t been a 
representative word

𝑤 must be more specific 
than the category name

Prefer words having high embedding 
cosine similarity with the category name

Prefer words with low distributional 
specificity (more general)

Category Representative Word Retrieval
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Quantitative Results
q Two datasets:
q New York Times annotated corpus (NYT)

q Two categories: topic and location
q Recently released Yelp Dataset Challenge (Yelp)

q Two categories: food type and sentiment

Dataset stat: # of docs by category name
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Qualitative Results
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Case Study: Effect of Distributional Specificity

q Coarse-to-fine topic presentation on NYT-Topic

q The table lists the most similar words/phrases with each category (measured by 
embedding cosine similarity) from different ranges of distributional specificity

q When 𝜅 is smaller, the retrieved words have wider semantic coverage
q In our model design, if not imposing constraints on the 𝜅, the retrieved words might 

be too general and do not belong to the category
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Outline

q Traditional Topic Models

q Embedding-Based Discriminative Topic Mining

q Introduction of the Task
q CatE: Discriminative Topic Mining via Category-Name Guided Text 

Embedding [WWW’20]
q JoSH: Hierarchical Topic Mining via Joint Spherical Tree and Text 

Embedding [KDD’20]

q Topic Discovery with PLMs
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Motivation: Hierarchical Topic Mining

q Mining a set of meaningful topics organized into a hierarchy is intuitively appealing 
and has broad applications

q Coarse-to-fine topic understanding

q Hierarchical corpus summarization

q Hierarchical text classification

q …

q Hierarchical topic models discover topic structures from text corpora via modeling the 
text generative process with a latent hierarchy

Meng, Y., Zhang, Y., Huang, J., Zhang, Y., Zhang, C., & Han, J. (2020). Hierarchical topic mining via joint spherical tree and text embedding. KDD.
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JoSH Embedding

q Difference from hyperbolic models (e.g., Poincare, Lorentz)
q Hyperbolic embeddings preserve absolute tree distance (similar embedding distance 

=> similar tree distance)
q We do not aim to preserve the absolute tree distance, but rather use it as a relative 

measure

Tree distance = 2

Tree distance = 2

Although 𝑑!"##(sports, arts) = 𝑑!"##(baseball, soccer), “baseball” and “soccer” should be 
embedded closer than “sports” and “arts” to reflect semantic similarity.

Use tree distance in a relative manner: Since 𝑑!"##(sports, baseball) < 𝑑!"##(baseball, soccer), 
“baseball” and “sports” should be embedded closer than “baseball” and “soccer”.
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q Modeling Text Generation Conditioned on the Category Tree (Similar to CatE)

q A three-step process:

1. A document 𝑑! is generated conditioned on one of the 𝑛 categories

2. Each word 𝑤# is generated conditioned on the semantics of the document 
𝑑!

3. Surrounding words 𝑤#"$ in the local context window of 𝑤! are generated 
conditioned on the semantics of the center word 𝑤!

1. Topic assignment

2. Global context

3. Local context

JoSH Text Embedding
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JoSH Tree Embedding

q Intra-Category Coherence: Representative terms of 
each category should be highly semantically relevant 
to each other, reflected by high directional similarity 
in the spherical space

q Inter-Category Distinctiveness: Encourage 
distinctiveness across different categories to avoid 
semantic overlaps so that the retrieved terms 
provide a clear and distinctive description
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q Recursive Local Tree Embedding:  Recursively embed local structures of the category 
tree onto the sphere

Local tree (sports)

Local tree (ROOT)

Local tree (arts)

JoSH Tree Embedding

q Preserving Relative Tree Distance within 
Local Trees: A category should be closer 
to its parent category than to its sibling 
categories in the embedding space

Local tree: A local tree 𝑇! rooted at node 
𝑐! ∈ 𝑇	consists of node 𝑐! and all of its 
direct children
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Experiments: Qualitative Results on NYT
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Experiments: Qualitative Results on ArXiv and 
Quantitative Results
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Outline

q Traditional Topic Models

q Embedding-Based Discriminative Topic Mining

q Topic Discovery with PLMs

q TopClus: Topic Discovery via Latent Space Clustering of Pretrained Language 
Model Representations [WWW’22]

q SeedTopicMine: Effective Seed-Guided Topic Discovery by Integrating Multiple 
Types of Contexts [WSDM’23]

q EvMine: Unsupervised Key Event Detection from Massive Text Corpora 
[KDD’22]
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Motivation

q Recently, pre-trained language models (LMs) have achieved enormous
success in lots of tasks

q They employ Transformer as the backbone architecture for capturing the long-range, high-order 
semantic dependency in text sequences, yielding superior representations

q They are pre-trained on large-scale text corpora like Wikipedia, they carry generic linguistic features 
that can be generalized to almost any text-related applications

q Given the strong representation power of the contextualized embeddings, 
it is natural to consider simply clustering them as an alternative to topic 
models

q Topics are essentially interpreted via clusters of semantically coherent and 
meaningful words

q Interestingly, such an attempt has not been reported successful yet
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The Challenges

q Why not naively cluster pre-trained embeddings?

q Visualization: The embedding spaces do not exhibit clearly separated clusters

q Applying K-means with a typical K (e.g., K=100) to these spaces leads to low-
quality and unstable clusters
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The Challenges

q Theoretically, such embedding space structure is due to too many clusters
q Theorem: The MLM pre-training objective of BERT assumes that the 

learned contextualized embeddings are generated from a Gaussian 
Mixture Model (GMM) with |V| mixture components where |V| is the 
vocabulary size of BERT.

q Mismatch between the number of clusters in the pre-trained LM 
embedding space and the number of topics to be discovered

q If a smaller K (K << |V|) is used, the resulting partition will not fit the 
original data well, resulting in unstable and low-quality clusters

q If a bigger K (K ≈ |V|) is used, most clusters will contain only one unique 
term, which is meaningless for topic discovery
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The Latent Space Model

q We propose to project the original embedding space into a latent space 
with K clusters of words corresponding to K latent topics

q We assume that the latent space is lower-dimensional and spherical, with
the following preferable properties:

q Spherical latent space employs angular similarity between vectors to capture word semantic 
correlations, which works better than Euclidean metrics

q Lower-dimensional space mitigates the “curse of dimensionality”

q Projection from high-dimension to lower-dimension space forces the model to discard the 
information that is not helpful for forming topic clusters (e.g., syntactic features, “play”, “plays” and 
“playing” should not represent different topics)
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Latent Topic Space

q We propose a generative model for the joint learning

q A topic 𝑡 is sampled from a uniform distribution over the K topics
q A latent embedding 𝑧 is generated from the vMF distribution associated 

with topic 𝑡
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The Latent Space Model
q How to train the generative model?
q A preservation loss that encourages the latent space to preserve the semantics of the original pre-

trained LM induced embedding space (preservation of original PLM embeddings)

q A reconstruction loss to ensure the learned latent topics are meaningful summaries
of the documents (Topic reconstruction of documents)

q A clustering loss that enforces separable cluster structures in the latent space for distinctive topic 
learning (clustering)
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The Clustering Loss
q An EM algorithm, analogous to K-means
q The E-step estimates a new cluster assignment of each word based on the current 

parameters
q The M-step updates the model parameters given the cluster assignments
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Experiments

q Topic Discovery Qualitative

Quantitative
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Experiments

q Visualization
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Outline

q Traditional Topic Models

q Embedding-Based Discriminative Topic Mining

q Topic Discovery with PLMs

q TopClus: Topic Discovery via Latent Space Clustering of Pretrained Language 
Model Representations [WWW’22]

q SeedTopicMine: Effective Seed-Guided Topic Discovery by Integrating Multiple 
Types of Contexts [WSDM’23]

q EvMine: Unsupervised Key Event Detection from Massive Text Corpora 
[KDD’22]
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Commonly Used Context Information
q Context Type I - Skip-Gram Embeddings
q Previous slides have shown that clustering skip-gram 

embeddings underperforms clustering output 
representations of contextualized language models such as 
BERT in unsupervised topic modeling.

q Context Type II - Pre-trained Language Model 
Representations

q Previous slides have shown that BERT representations suffer 
from the curse of dimensionality and may not form clearly 
separated clusters

q Thompson and Mimno [1] find that GPT-2 representations 
work well only if the outputs of certain layers are taken, and 
RoBERTa-induced topics are consistently of poor quality.

[1] Thompson, L., and Mimno, D. (2020). Topic modeling with contextualized word representation clusters. arXiv.
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Commonly Used Context Information
q Context Type III - Topic-Indicative Documents 
q Supervised topic models [1] propose to leverage 

document-level training data. However, such 
information relies on massive human annotation, 
which is not available under the seed-guided setting.

q A document may be too broad to be viewed as a context unit because each 
document can be relevant to multiple topics simultaneously.

q Each type of context signals has its specific advantages and disadvantages.
q A topic discovery method purely relying on one type of context information may 

not be robust across different datasets or seed dimensions. 
q Meanwhile, the three types of contexts strongly complement each other.

[1] Blei, D., and McAuliffe, J. (2007). Supervised topic models. NIPS.
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SeedTopicMine: Overview

Zhang, Y., Zhang, Y., Michalski, M., Jiang, Y., Meng, Y., & Han, J. (2023). Effective Seed-Guided Topic Discovery by Integrating Multiple Types of 
Contexts. WSDM.
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SeedTopicMine: Topic-Indicative Sentence Retrieval

q The sentences containing many topic-indicative terms from one category and do 
not contain any topic-indicative term from other categories should be topic-
indicative sentences. We call such sentences “anchor” sentences.

q The “neighbor” sentences of topic-indicative “anchor” sentences should be 
included in topic-indicative sentences as well if they do not contain topic-
indicative terms from other categories.

Sentence 0 Sentence 1 Sentence 2 Sentence 3Sentence -3 Sentence -2 Sentence -1

No need
to check

Retrieval result 
checking ±2 “neighbor” sentences

(“anchor”
sentence)
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Quantitative Results

q Three types of contexts all have positive contribution.
q Even for the same dataset (i.e., Yelp), the contribution 

of a certain type of context information varies 
significantly with the input seeds. Therefore, it 
becomes necessary to integrate them together to 
make the framework more robust.
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Qualitative Results
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Outline

q Traditional Topic Models

q Embedding-Based Discriminative Topic Mining

q Topic Discovery with PLMs

q TopClus: Topic Discovery via Latent Space Clustering of Pretrained Language 
Model Representations [WWW’22]

q SeedTopicMine: Effective Seed-Guided Topic Discovery by Integrating Multiple 
Types of Contexts [WSDM’23]

q EvMine: Unsupervised Key Event Detection from Massive Text Corpora 
[KDD’22]
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Motivation & Related Works
q Real-world events are naturally organized in a hierarchical way
q “Big events” have more general themes and may last longer
q “Small events” have more concrete topics and may last shorter

2019 Hong Kong 

Protests

March 31 

Demonstration

July 1 Storming 

Legislative 

Building

Protesters 

besieged the 

legislature

Protesters 

broke-in the 

building

Police 

dispersed 

protesters

squirt pepper 

spray

unfurl 

umbrella

Aug. 12-14 

Airport 

Protest

Theme

Key Event

Episode

Event 
Mention

D699 Published: 2019-07-01
Riot police inside the building 
responded by squirting pepper 
spray at protesters who unfurled
umbrellas to shield themselves. …

Action

q Topic Detection and 
Tracking

q Detects themes from a 
corpus as document 
clusters

q Themes are often topically 
distinct and thus easy to 
separate

q These methods cannot 
distinguish key events of 
similar theme 

q Action Extraction
q Extracts mention-level 

actions with triggers and 
arguments

q Rely on human curated 
schema and labeled 
training data

q Too fine-grained to get an 
overall picture of an event
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A New task: Key Event Detection

q Goal:
q Detects key events given a news 

corpus about one general 
theme

q Key events: non-overlapping 
documents clusters that not 
necessarily exhaust the corpus

q Challenges:
q Key events are thematically 

similar and temporally closer
q Impractical to label documents 

for model training

48

D363  Published: 2019-08-13
Anti-government protesters 
severely disrupt Hong Kong 
Airport for second day. …

D102 Published: 2019-07-01
Pro-democracy protesters 
smashed their way into Hong 
Kong’s parliament. …

D109 Published: 2019-07-01
Hong Kong protests escalate as 
violent demonstrators overrun 
legislature building…

D254 Published: 2019-08-12
More than 5,000 protesters at 
Hong Kong airport. …

Key Event 1: July 1
Storming Legislative Building

…

…

Key Event 2:  
Aug. 12-14 
Hong Kong 

Airport 
Protest

Theme: 2019 Hong Kong Protests

…
D992 Published: 2019-09-01
Protester disrupt transport to 
HK airport. …

D56 Published: 2019-08-11
Hong Kong police ramp up 
force, firing tear gas inside 
Kwai Fong MTR Station, …

Zhang, Y., Guo, F., Shen, J., & Han, J. (2022). Unsupervised Key Event Detection from Massive Text Corpora. KDD.
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EvMine: Event-related Peak Phrase Detection

q We introduce the idea of temporal term frequency – 
inverse time frequency

q Temporal term frequency (ttf): 
q Measures how frequent a phrase is on a day
q Aggregates frequencies from later days with decreasing 

weights to for delays and back referencing in news articles

q Inverse time frequency (itf):
q An event-indicative phrase will only be mentioned frequently 

around the event happening time

49

News Corpus

Phrase 
Mining

Phrase Time
Hong Kong airport 2019-08-12

Victoria park 2019-08-18
legislative council 2019-07-01
Hong Kong airport 2019-08-13

… …

Peak Phrase
Detection

Peak Phrase GraphTop-ranked Peak Phrases

!!

!"

Start 2019-08-12
End 2019-08-14

Phrases
Hong Kong airport,

departure gates,
arrival hall, …

Pseudo labeled 
documents

Phrase 
Matching

Event-specific Classifier 1

Negative Sampling

Event-specific Classifier 2

Event-specific Classifier S

…

Key Event 1
More than 5,000 protesters at Hong 
Kong airport …
Police in riot gear clash with protesters 
at Hong Kong airport. …

…

Post 
Process

Key Event 1 Features

Graph
Construction

For each detected 
community

HK Airport

D
eparture 
G

ates

Legislature

Arrival H
all

…

ttf-itf Date: 08-12

Event-Related Peak Phrase Detection

HK Airport

Legislature

Parliam
ent

Arrival H
all

…

ttf-itf Date: 07-01

D
eparture 
G

ates

Parliam
ent
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EvMine: Event-indicative Peak Phrase Clustering

q A graph-based method to combine textual and temporal information

50

Peak Phrase 
Cluster 1

Event-Indicative Peak Phrase Clustering

Start time: 08-12
End time: 08-13
Phrases:  HK Airport, 
Departure Gates, 
Arrival Hall, …

Event-Indicative 
Feature Set 1:

Peak Phrase Graph

…

Event-Indicative 
Feature Set 2: …

Event-Indicative 
Feature Set M: …(Arrival Hall, 08-12)

(HK Airport, 
08-12)

(Departure Gates, 

08-12)

(Departure Gates, 08-13)

(HK Airport, 08-13)

q Peak phrase graph construction:
q Each node is a peak phrase 𝑛4 = (𝑝4 , 𝑡4)
q Two types of edges:
q Same-day peak phrases: edge weights 

are combination of NPMI for document-
level thematic similarity and PLM-based 
phrase embedding similarity for 
semantic closeness.

q Same-phrase consecutive-day peak 
phrases: connected with a constant edge 
weight (> 1)

q Form event-indicative feature sets with 
Louvain community detection algorithm
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EvMine: Iterative Key Event Document Selection

q Pseudo Label Generation:
q Select top-ranked documents by their number of 

times matched with event-indicative phrases
q Classifier Training: sampling and ensemble
q Observation: much more negatives than positives in 

the corpus for each key event
q For each key event, train multiple binary SVM 

classifiers by each time randomly sampling negative 
documents from the corpus

q Pseudo label refinement:
q Remove current pseudo labels whose prediction score 

is negative
q Enrich pseudo labels with top-n selected documents
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Pseudo Label 
Generation

Iterative Key Event Document 
Selection

…

Document 
Classification

Theme 
Corpus

…

…

…

…

Key Events

…

Key Event 1 
Classifiers

Key Event M 
Classifiers

…

Key Event 2 
Classifiers

Iterative 
Refinement

Final 
Output
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Experiments: Quantitative Results
q Datasets:
q HK Protest: We retrieve news articles about the theme “2019 Hong Kong protest”.
q Ebola: We collect from English part of a multilingual news clustering dataset that about the theme 

“2014 Ebola Outbreak”.

q Quantitative results: key event detection ability based on top-k documents of each event 

52
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Experiments: Qualitative Results
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D102 Published: 2019-07-01
Pro-democracy protesters smashed their way 
into Hong Kong’s parliament. …

D109 Published: 2019-07-01
Hong Kong protests escalate as violent 
demonstrators overrun legislature building…

Storming Legislative Building Aug. 9-11 Airport Peaceful Sit-ins Aug. 11 City-Center Protests Aug. 12-14 Airport Violent Protests

D686 Published: 2019-07-01
Hong Kong protesters stormed the streets and 
graffitied the city’s legislative building…

July 1 Aug. 9-11 Aug. 11 Aug. 12-14 2019 Hong Kong Protests

D14 Published: 2019-08-09
Hong Kong protests: Demonstrators gather at 
the airport. …

D18 Published: 2019-08-09
Arrivals at Hong Kong’s airport get ‘travel 
warning’ from protesters. …

D13 Published: 2019-08-09
Hundreds of demonstrators rally at Hong 
Kong airport arrivals hall …

D43 Published: 2019-08-11
Hong Kong protests: Clashes as police fire 
tear gas into rail station. …

D46 Published: 2019-08-12
Hong Kong mops up after weekend of 
violence, braces for more protests …

D45 Published: 2019-08-12
In Hong Kong, police again clash with 
protesters, with no end in sight. …

D96 Published: 2019-08-12
Anti-government protesters severely disrupt 
Hong Kong International Airport …

D100 Published: 2019-08-13
Protesters scuffle with police at Hong Kong 
airport…

D85 Published: 2019-08-13
Operations resume at Hong Kong airport 
after protests but more than 200 flights …

D404 Published: 2014-10-01
Medical officials in the United States 
announced on Tuesday the first case of Ebola 
to be diagnosed outside Africa during the 
latest outbreak, …

D394 Published: 2014-10-01
The Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention yesterday evening announced the 
first case of Ebola to be diagnosed outside 
Africa during the current outbreak,

First Ebola Case in the U.S. First Ebola Transmission outside AfricaMore Cases under Observation in Spain First Ebola Patient in the U.S. Died

Sep. 30 Oct. 6 Oct. 7 Oct. 8 2014 Ebola Outbreak

D103 Published: 2014-10-07
WHO Regional Office for Europe statement 
Spanish nurse diagnosed with Ebola virus …

D123 Published: 2014-10-08
The World Health Organization (WHO) on 
Tuesday confirmed a Spanish nurse .…

D429 Published: 2014-10-07
Four more potential cases of Ebola were 
under observation Tuesday in Spain, health 
authorities said Tuesday, a day after a nurse's 
assistant became the first person …

D435 Published: 2014-10-07
Spanish health authorities said Tuesday they 
are monitoring three more potential cases of 
Ebola, a day after a nurse's assistant became 
the first person known to have contracted …

D259 Published: 2014-10-08
Thomas Eric Duncan, the first Ebola patient 
diagnosed in the U.S., has died. …

D288 Published: 2014-10-09
Ebola patient Thomas Eric Duncan died 
Wednesday morning, according to a 
statement from a Texas Health Resources ...

D272 Published: 2014-10-08
Thomas Eric Duncan, the first person 
diagnosed with Ebola in the U.S., has died …

D308 Published: 2014-10-07
A nurse in Spain has become the first health 
worker to be infected with the Ebola virus 
outside of West Africa, ...

Temporally similar 
or overlapped 

events
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Experiments: Qualitative Results

54

D102 Published: 2019-07-01
Pro-democracy protesters smashed their way 
into Hong Kong’s parliament. …

D109 Published: 2019-07-01
Hong Kong protests escalate as violent 
demonstrators overrun legislature building…

Storming Legislative Building Aug. 9-11 Airport Peaceful Sit-ins Aug. 11 City-Center Protests Aug. 12-14 Airport Violent Protests

D686 Published: 2019-07-01
Hong Kong protesters stormed the streets and 
graffitied the city’s legislative building…

July 1 Aug. 9-11 Aug. 11 Aug. 12-14 2019 Hong Kong Protests

D14 Published: 2019-08-09
Hong Kong protests: Demonstrators gather at 
the airport. …

D18 Published: 2019-08-09
Arrivals at Hong Kong’s airport get ‘travel 
warning’ from protesters. …

D13 Published: 2019-08-09
Hundreds of demonstrators rally at Hong 
Kong airport arrivals hall …

D43 Published: 2019-08-11
Hong Kong protests: Clashes as police fire 
tear gas into rail station. …

D46 Published: 2019-08-12
Hong Kong mops up after weekend of 
violence, braces for more protests …

D45 Published: 2019-08-12
In Hong Kong, police again clash with 
protesters, with no end in sight. …

D96 Published: 2019-08-12
Anti-government protesters severely disrupt 
Hong Kong International Airport …

D100 Published: 2019-08-13
Protesters scuffle with police at Hong Kong 
airport…

D85 Published: 2019-08-13
Operations resume at Hong Kong airport 
after protests but more than 200 flights …

D404 Published: 2014-10-01
Medical officials in the United States 
announced on Tuesday the first case of Ebola 
to be diagnosed outside Africa during the 
latest outbreak, …

D394 Published: 2014-10-01
The Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention yesterday evening announced the 
first case of Ebola to be diagnosed outside 
Africa during the current outbreak,

First Ebola Case in the U.S. First Ebola Transmission outside AfricaMore Cases under Observation in Spain First Ebola Patient in the U.S. Died

Sep. 30 Oct. 6 Oct. 7 Oct. 8 2014 Ebola Outbreak

D103 Published: 2014-10-07
WHO Regional Office for Europe statement 
Spanish nurse diagnosed with Ebola virus …

D123 Published: 2014-10-08
The World Health Organization (WHO) on 
Tuesday confirmed a Spanish nurse .…

D429 Published: 2014-10-07
Four more potential cases of Ebola were 
under observation Tuesday in Spain, health 
authorities said Tuesday, a day after a nurse's 
assistant became the first person …

D435 Published: 2014-10-07
Spanish health authorities said Tuesday they 
are monitoring three more potential cases of 
Ebola, a day after a nurse's assistant became 
the first person known to have contracted …

D259 Published: 2014-10-08
Thomas Eric Duncan, the first Ebola patient 
diagnosed in the U.S., has died. …

D288 Published: 2014-10-09
Ebola patient Thomas Eric Duncan died 
Wednesday morning, according to a 
statement from a Texas Health Resources ...

D272 Published: 2014-10-08
Thomas Eric Duncan, the first person 
diagnosed with Ebola in the U.S., has died …

D308 Published: 2014-10-07
A nurse in Spain has become the first health 
worker to be infected with the Ebola virus 
outside of West Africa, ...

Thematically similar 
events: 

Airport Protest

Thematically similar 
events: 

First Case in the U.S.
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